- HT510 Quick Start Guide -

Package
Please make sure the following contents are in the HT510 gift box.
If something is missing or damaged, please contact
your unitech representative.
The package contents


HT510 Terminal



Battery



Cradle



Adapter (with US, EU, UK plugs)



USB Cable



Stylus



Wrist Strap
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Installing the Battery
Insert the battery from the top and slide it in the direction
as shown in the picture below. Press the battery down
into the battery compartment until the battery release
latch snaps into place.

Using Cradle
One slot terminal charging cradle with battery charger
￭ Provide 5VDC power for operating the HT510
￭ Simultaneously charges up to one HT510 terminal and one
battery using the standard cradle.
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Installing SIM / MicroSD Card
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How to add a stylus to HT510
Step 1 : Tie the string to the battery latch.
Thread the end of the string through the hole of the battery latch.
Loop the string around the edge to bring it back over the latch.
Then, knot the string to the latch.

Step 2 : Hook the stylus on the stylus holder of the wrist strap.

Inserting a SIM Card (Only use a standard SIM card )

There is a stylus holder on the wrist strap. Slip the stylus in the loop.

1. Press battery latch and lift the battery to remove it.
2. Slide the SIM card into the corresponding slots with
contacts facing down.
3. Press and pull the card to remove.
Inserting a Micro-SD (Only use a standard SIM card )
CAUTION!  To ensure the unit working properly, please keep all connectors

1. Slide the MicroSD card holder to Open position.
2. Lift the MicroSD card holder.
3. Slide the MicroSD card into the slot with contacts facing
down.
4. Close the MicroSD card holder and slide to Lock position.

away from the contaminants staying inside of them such as dust,
grease, mud, and water. The negligence may cause the unit with no
communication, short circuited, overheated and so on.

 If the connector is damaged, please ensure the connector is being fully
repaired before using the unit to avoid causing short circuited.
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